
WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW  (No.3/92)

     Many of you have responded positively to this new service calling our
office for specific clippings.

     Please note that new clippings are sent regularly to the Reference
Section of the Library.  If you see any interesting item, please contact Win
Leung at ext. 6313 for a copy.

          Merry Christmas!

*  Prof Nelson Cue of PHYS comments on anti-nuclear radiation gears
          In a prominant feature on nuclear radiation in view of the opening
          of Daya Bay Nuclear Plant next year, HK Daily News (10.12)
          interviewed Prof Cue  who expressed reservation about the
          effectiveness of anti-nuclear radiation gears available in the
          market.

*  Feature on  a community visit to UST
          The writer of a feature on TV Week (10-18.12) talked about the
          facilities and the environment at UST.

*  Feature on UST student dormitories
          In a feature on Ta Kung Pao (13.12),  the writer referred to his
          recent visit to UST student dormitories and opinied that while
          university students in HK could enjoy good dormitory facilities,
          they should also study hard to gain the knowledge.

*  Dr I-hsun Ni of Dept of Biology speaks at Popular Science Lecture Series
          HK Times (15.12) briefly reported on Dr. Ni's lecture on "Marine
          Biological Resources Management: Triangle Among Fishes, Marine
          Mammals and Human Beings" to be held at HK Science Museum on
          21.12.

*  Image of HK photo exhibition at UST (17.11 - 12.12)
          Two magazines on photography, Photo Pictorial (11.92) and Photog
          (12.92), both briefly reported the event.

*  A science park will be built near UST
          Wen Wei Po (12.12) referred to a recent government report and
          noted that  one of the three science parks to be built in the next
          10 years would be located near UST in Junk Bay.

*  Sun Microsystems wins UST contract
          SCM Post (15.12) reported that Sun Microsystems had won a $4-
          million contract to supply UST with workstations and servers.

*  Is the "MIT of Asia" growing in HK?
          In one of a series of feature stories on science and technology
          with the captioned headline, Business Week (30.11) reviewed the
          development of UST. VC was interviewed.

*  UST becomes favourite spot for photographers
          Three photographs featuring UST were carried by Photog (12.92) and
          Photo and Camera Review (9.92 and 11.92 issues).



Note: This review, based on newspaper clippings on HKUST received within the
week, is prepared by the News and Media Section of OPA. Enquiries
can be made to Mary Lau (PAMARY, ext. 6306) or King Cheng (PAKING, ext.
6305).


